Introduction
In today’s market, music production is constantly evolving. Producers and artists alike need
professional sounding plug-ins that are simple and easy-to-use. All too often, precious studio
time is wasted, struggling with audio plug-ins that are unnecessarily complicated to operate.
Plug-ins need to inspire creativity, not restrict it!
In response to demand for high quality and efficiency, we at Plug & Mix have developed a
series of plug-ins that will change the way you think about plug-ins. We partnered with
leading plug-in designers from around the world to bring you the V.I.P. plug-in series.
This series delivers the same professional sound you would come to expect from other major
plug-in manufacturers, but they are much easier to use. Designed with an emphasis on
quality and simplicity, each plug-in has a clean interface with only the most essential knobs
and switches. With the V.I.P plug-in series, dialling in a great sound has never been easier:
Simply load the plug-in and turn a knob for instant sonic satisfaction.
And that’s not all. If you buy Plug & Mix plug-ins then you truly are a “Very Intelligent Person”.
Each plug-in in the V.I.P. series has a list price of only $49 individually, with the Plug & Mix
“V.I.P. Bundle” only $249 list for the entire collection!
You are going to love working with us at Plug & Mix because we are taking it easy on you and
your wallet. Once you have purchased or upgraded to V.I.P. Bundle status, all subsequent
plug-ins released for the V.I.P. series will be FREE of charge!
In 2017 we’ve now expanded the Plug & Mix V.I.P. bundle to 50 plug-ins! See those highlight
“NEW for 2017”.
As an extra bonus, each plug-in will be capable of checking for free updates and you will be
allowed to authorise up to 5 computers with a unique serial number.
Join the Plug & Mix Forum to send your feedback, and tell us which great plug-in(s) you’d
like to see added to the V.I.P. Plug-in series.
Oh, and if you like what we do, please do post a short testimonial on Facebook. That would
be much appreciated!
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Easy Installation & Authorization:
We at Plug & Mix are aware of how painful it can be to install and authorize plug-ins.
Installing and Authorizing your new Plug & Mix plug-ins is an easy process. All you need to
do is enter your activation code and it will authorize the plug-in or the entire bundle you
purchased. It’s as simple as that!
After purchase, you will receive an order confirmation email with your activation code. Just
download and run the full demo plug-in installer of your choice (Mac - PC / VST - AU - RTAS AAX) and install the plug-in(s) you purchased.
After successful installation, launch your audio host software (Ableton, Pro Tools, Logic,
Cubase, etc.). Go to your plug-in folder and add one of your new plug-ins to a track. Click on
the top-center of the plug-in to reveal a drop down menu and then click “Authorize this
software” (See pictures below). The following windows will open up:

Enter your activation code and click “Activate”.
If you bought the “Plug & Mix V.I.P. bundle”, then you will only need to enter the
Activation code once. After that, all plug-ins will automatically be authorized.
NOTE: Once activated, you must relaunch the plug-in for your authorization to become active
or just quit your host application and launch it again, then the plug-in(s) will be activated.
For your convenience, you may install & authorize this software on up to 5 computers
with the same fast & easy authorization procedure.
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P&M BASSPEG - Model SWT-10
This plug-in is your new go to Bass Amp, built in parallel to the classic Ampeg SVT, it delivers
deep lows and warmth to any Bass signal and is indeed very flexible with its parameters to
easily contour and control your tone.

NEW for 2017

Want to buy this product?
Controls:
Deep - Low frequency contour.
Drive - Tube Distortion amount.
Bright - Hi frequency boost.
Bass - Low frequency amount.
MidRange - Mid frequency amount.
Treble - High frequency amount.
Selector - Off (No Cab, DI Out), Dyn (Dynamic Mic’d Cab), Cond (Condensor Mic’d Cab)
P&M Tech Support Page
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P&M GATEVADOR - Model R2D2
Gatevador allows you to easily and quickly control excess bleed and noise on your source
material, and enhance and expand the good stuff! With minimal controls as per all our P&M
plug-in designs, you can gate and expand to your hearts content.

NEW for 2017

Want to buy this product?
Controls:
Sensitivity - Controls Gate threshold.
Decay - Controls the time for the Gate to close after going below the threshold value.
Activity LED - Illuminates green when gating is active.
Reduction - Sets maximum applied gain reduction (in dB).
Selector - Gate (infinite ratio), Exp 1 (5:1), Exp 2 (2:1).
P&M Tech Support Page
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P&M PITCH ME - Model H2999
Pitch Me is your dual pitch shifter plug-in, developed with a view to the formidable H910 units
of old. Independently control left and right pitch values for added width and chorus effect to
your vocals and guitars and synths, just like those artists from AC/DC to Zappa.

NEW for 2017

Want to buy this product?
Controls:
Left - Sets the pitch amount for the left channel, in cents of a semitone.
Right - As above for the right channel.
Link - Links both L/R knobs for setting same value amount (opposing +/-).
In - Controls the input level of the plug-in.
Mix - Parallel dry/wet control for the effect.
When used as a mono instance, the signal is first split into two channels, processed and then
summed back to mono.
P&M Tech Support Page
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P&M S-TRACTOR - Model DS-666
S-Tractor is your new de-esser; with just three parameters for quick and easy control of your
vocal T’s, P’s. Adjust the frequency, threshold and amount values to tame those harsh and
nasal tones. Simple!

NEW for 2017

Want to buy this product?
Controls:
Amount - Controls the amount of gain reduction applied to detected sibilances.
Frequency - Sets the frequency for the side-chain detector circuit.
SC Listen - Switch to listen to the side-chain detector filter.
Threshold - Sets the threshold for sibilance detection.
P&M Tech Support Page
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P&M VIBRATOR - Model MAGIC VIBE
Vibrator; like the Uni-Vibe, add movement to your mixes and instruments/sounds. Create
spacial width effects and shimmer. Tuck the effect under your source with parallel mix control
for added flavour to static, monophonic and dull sounds.

NEW for 2017

Want to buy this product?
Controls:
Speed - Sets the modulation rate.
Intensity - Sets the pitch depth of the modulation.
Sync - Switch to sync to the host tempo.
Width* - Controls the stereo width of the effect. (*Width has no effect as a mono instance).
Mix - Parallel dry/wet control for the effect.
P&M Tech Support Page
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P&M AMBIOSONIQ - Model AMBIO 101B
This plug-in is a great sounding 10-band graphic EQ that has many useful applications. For
the old school engineers in all of us, Ambiosoniq comes equipped with fixed frequencies to
boost and cut. It also has a Ambisoniq mix knob in the middle to dial in just the right amount
of EQ.

Want to buy this product?
Controls:
8-band EQ - Boost or cut from 12 to -12db at the fixed frequencies.
Ambisoniq Knob - Mix in the EQ sound with your dry signal for more tonal control.
In - Controls the input level of the plug-in.
Out - Controls the output level of the plug-in.
P&M Tech Support Page
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P&M AMERICAN TWEED - Model DC US 4x10
Based on the legendary Fender Bassman, this amp-like distortion plug-in includes 6 Control
knobs, Speaker Emulation with Bypass, Stereo Mode Switch and Boost Switch.

Want to buy this product?
Controls:
Drive - Adds more distortion drive.
Bass - Adds less or more low frequencies.
Middle - Adds less or more middle frequencies.
Treble - Adds less or more high frequencies.
Selector BTN - Off (bypassed), Off Axis mic or On Axis mic for speaker emulation.
In - Controls the input level of the plug-in.
Out - Controls the output level of the plug-in.
P&M Tech Support Page
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P&M ANALOGER - Vintage Analog Saturator.
The Plug & Mix Analoger Brings the classic warmth and character of tape machines from the
70‘s and 80‘s and crunch from vintage tubes.

Want to buy this product ?
Controls:
Drive - Adds less or more tape and/or tube drive sound.
Lows - Adds more low frequencies.
Highs - Adds more high frequencies.
Selector buttons - Choose between Tube, Tape or a mixed Tube-Tape sound.
Mix - Dry/Wet Mix of the plug-in.
Out - Controls the output level of the plug-in.
P&M Tech Support Page
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P&M BRIGHTNESS - Model DC-127S
Based on the idea of Abbey Roads Studios hardware and used on countless seminal
recordings at Abbey Road during the '60s, including almost every album by The Beatles.
Sometimes you just need to boost the brightness of a track and this plug-in gets the job done.

Want to buy this product ?
Controls:
Brightness - Adds less or more brightness to your track. + or - 10db.
Selector buttons - Select the frequency to boost or attenuate: 2.8, 3.6 or 10kHz.
Clipper - Turns on the built-in Limiter to prevent peaking.
Mix - Dry/Wet Mix of the plug-in.
Out - Controls the output level of the plug-in.
P&M Tech Support Page
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P&M BRITISH TONE - Model DC-UK 800
Based on legendary Marshall amps, this amp-like distortion plug-in includes 6 Control knobs,
Speaker Emulation with Bypass, Stereo Mode Switch and Boost Switch.

Want to buy this product ?
Controls:
Drive - Adds more distortion drive.
Bass - Adds less or more low frequencies.
Middle - Adds less or more middle frequencies.
Treble - Adds less or more high frequencies.
Selector BTN - Off (bypassed), Off Axis mic or On Axis mic for speaker emulation.
In - Controls the input level of the plug-in.
Out - Controls the output level of the plug-in.
P&M Tech Support Page
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P&M CALIFORNIA TONE - Model DC COMBO M5
Based on legendary Mesa Boogie amps, this amp-like distortion plug-in includes 6 Control
knobs, Speaker Emulation with Bypass, Stereo Mode Switch and Boost Switch.

Want to buy this product ?
Controls:
Drive - Adds more distortion drive.
Bass - Adds less or more low frequencies.
Middle - Adds less or more middle frequencies.
Treble - Adds less or more high frequencies.
Selector BTN - Off (bypassed), Off Axis mic or On Axis mic for speaker emulation.
In - Controls the input level of the plug-in.
Out - Controls the output level of the plug-in.
P&M Tech Support Page
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P&M CHORUS ENSEMBLE - Model DC-CE-20
Easy to use chorus ensemble effect. Your go-to plug-in for quick, lush sounding chorus
effects. Use the knobs to quickly dial in color and stereo width while selecting the general rate
of the chorus below.

Want to buy this product ?
Controls :
FX Level - Adds less or more Chorus to your track.
Delay - Increases or decreases the timing of the chorus effect.
Color - Changes the tone of the chorus effect to be darker or brighter.
Stereo - Controls the stereo width of the effect.
Selector buttons - Select Slow, Mellow or Fast rate of chorusing.
In - Controls the input level of the plug-in.
Out - Controls the output level of the plug-in.
P&M Tech Support Page
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P&M CLARISONIX - Model DC-H2000
Sub bass and Harmonics Enhancer. Use this on any track where you want to achieve a
thunderous low end or punchy presence. Perfect for making kick drums sound huge and
creating earth-shaking basslines.

Want to buy this product ?
Controls:
Sub Level - Adds less or more Sub Level.
Lo Focus - Boosts Low frequencies.
Clarity - Adds more high frequencies.
Selector - Choose between Sub Modes 1, 2 & 3. Each mode emphasizes a different sub
frequency.
In - Controls the input level of the plug-in.
Out - Controls the output level of the plug-in.
P&M Tech Support Page
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P&M CLASSIC FLANGER - Model DC-FL2012
A silky smooth flanger effect that can go from subtile to extreme in an instant. This unit
models Classic, M-Tron and Stompbox flanger models that are industry standards.

Want to buy this product ?
Controls:
Speed - Changes the speed of the flanging effect.
Depth - Changes the depth of the flanging effect.
Sync - Synchronizes the speed (rate) of the flanger to your host BPM.
Feedback - Adds positive or negative feedback.
Selector buttons - Choose between Classic, M-Tron or Stomp flanger modes.
Mix - Dry/Wet Mix of the plug-in.
Out - Controls the output level of the plug-in.
P&M Tech Support Page
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P&M CLASSIC PHASER - Model DC-468
Extremely musical vintage multi-stage phaser effect. Select between the different stages of
phasing and sync the results for out of this world modulations.

Want to buy this product ?
Controls:
Speed - Changes the speed of the phaser effect.
Frequency Range - Changes the depth of the phaser effect by increasing its sweep range.
Sync - Synchronizes the speed (rate) of the phaser to your host BPM.
Resonance - Adds resonance to the sound of the phaser, causing it to ring out more.
Selector buttons - Choose between 4, 6 and 8 Stage modes
Mix - Dry/Wet Mix of the plug-in.
Out - Controls the output level of the plug-in.
P&M Tech Support Page
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P&M COOL-VIBE - Model DC-UV1967
Based on the Uni-Vibe used by Jimmy Hendrix. This is a favorite of guitar and keyboard
players looking to add some vocal character to their performances. Select from syncable
speed and vibe mode and enter a whole new world of tone.

Want to buy this product ?
Controls:
Speed - Changes the speed of the Cool-Vibe effect.
Intensity - Changes the intensity of the effect.
Sync - Synchronizes the speed (rate) of the Cool-Vibe to your host BPM.
Width - Increases the stereo width of the cool bar effect.
Selector buttons - Choose between Sweet, Mellow and Deep Vibe Modes.
In - Controls the input level of the plug-in.
Out - Controls the output level of the plug-in.
P&M Tech Support Page
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P&M DEGRADIATOR - Model DC-BITCRUSHER
This Bit Crusher style plug-in will mangle and degrade your sound to a whole new level. You
can use it to digitally saturate your tracks with and create down-sampled textures. Degradiator
provides three levels of bit crushing mayhem and a bandpass filter to achieve vintage radio
telephone effects.

Want to buy this product ?
Controls:
Crush - Add more or less Bit crush sound.
Bit Depth - Determines the bit depth (24bit to 1bit)
Telephone - A bandpass filter that sweeps up to 20kHz
Down-Sample - Selects sample rate ( 44.1, 48k, 88.2, 96k)
Mix - Dry/Wet Mix of the plug-in.
Out - Controls the output level of the plug-in.
P&M Tech Support Page
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P&M DELUXE-TLIT - Tone Tilting
The Deluxe Tilt is a unique EQ that simultaneously boosts and cuts by shifting the EQ curve
around a center frequency. The result is a natural and effortless way to get extreme EQ
setings with the turn of a knob. Use the Deluxe-Tilt to warm up or cool off a track as well.

Want to buy this product ?
Controls:
TILTING - Turning the knob to the right not only acts as a treble boost, but also a bass cut,
while turning it left performs the opposite function.
NORMAL - This mode has a narrow Q.
MELLOW - This mode has a moderate Q.
LUSH - THis mode has a wide Q.
P&M Tech Support Page
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P&M DIGITAL PLATE - Model DC-EMT240
Based on the EMT ”Gold Plate” Analog 2-ch Reverb. This reverb can give your digital tracks
more body, more texture and more soul. Don’t let the easy to use interface fool you, this is a
deep sounding reverb plug-in that can stand up to any vintage hardware unit.

Want to buy this product ?

Controls:
Time - Increases the time of the Reverb effect.
Mix - Dry/Wet Mix of the plug-in.
Color - Changes the tone of the reverb effect to be darker or brighter.
Level - Controls the output level of the plug-in.
P&M Tech Support Page
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P&M DIGITAL REVERB - Model DC-2016
Based on the Eventide Reverb 2016. Sounds amazingly natural and works especially well on
drums. Choose between small, medium and large room size for convenient reverb effects
sculpting.

Want to buy this product ?
Controls:
Decay Time - Increases the time of the Reverb effect.
ER Level - Controls the early reflection levels.
Lows - Adds more low frequencies.
Highs - Adds more high frequencies.
Selector buttons - Choose between Small, Medium or Large room sounds.
Mix - Dry/Wet Mix of the plug-in.
Out - Controls the output level of the plug-in.
P&M Tech Support Page
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P&M DIMENSION 3D - Model DC-320
Based on the famous Roland SDD320- 'Dimension-D' - released around late 70's. This unit
adds the highly sought after detuning effect heard on countless classic rock records and
continues to be used on modern club tracks.

Want to buy this product ?
Controls:
Detune - Gives you less or more of the classic detune effect.
Selector buttons - Choose between D1, D2 or D3 for 3 different levels of chorusing.
In - Controls the input level of the plug-in.
Out - Controls the output level of the plug-in.
P&M Tech Support Page
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P&M DISTORTED - Model DC-D127
A smooth distortion effect with versatile EQ and tone controls. Add this to an track where you
need extra crunch or grit. Use the built in EQ for additional tone sculpting.

Want to buy this product ?
Controls:
Drive - Adds more distortion drive.
Low Cut - Cuts all frequencies below a certain point.
Highs - Cuts all high frequencies above a certain point.
Mix - Dry/Wet Mix of the plug-in.
Out - Controls the output level of the plug-in.
P&M Tech Support Page
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P&M ECHOFLEX - Model DC-Flex-1
Based on the famous Echoplex guitar pedal. This tape delay effect was used by some of the
most notable guitar players of the 60‘s and 70‘s eras. The echo timing is sync-able and can
be switched from centered to ping-pong. Use the tone and variation knobs to achieve
creative feedback echoes.

Want to buy this product ?
Controls:
Echo Time - Changes the echo time from 0001 ms to 1000 ms.
Tone - Determines the tone of the echoes.
Variation - Emulates the slight variations of tape-based delay.
Sustain - Increases the amount of feedback.
Sync - Synchronizes the speed (rate) of the EchoFlex to your host BPM.
Ping-Pong - Allows to switch from centered to ping-pong delay.
Mix - Dry/Wet Mix of the plug-in.
Out - Controls the output level of the plug-in.
P&M Tech Support Page
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P&M ELECTRO OPTICAL - Model DC-202
This is a two channel electro-optical compressor/limiter designed for the utmost in
transparency, detail and versatility. The plug-in’s soft-knee design offers smooth, effortless
dynamic control with the ratio adjustable from light compression to limiting.

Want to buy this product ?
Controls:
Input Gain - Increases the amount of signal sent to the compressor.
Response - Determines the speed at which the compressor reacts to the incoming signal.
Output Gain - Increases the level of output for the compressor.
Soft Knee - Smooths out dynamic control.
Selector buttons - Choose between Off, 100 or 200 Hz to activate the internal frequency
sidechain.
P&M Tech Support Page
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P&M ELECTRO ‘Q’ TONE - Envelope Filter Tone
This plug-in can produce some serious filtering auto filtering action for rich and funky
sounding results. Q-Tone sounds great on drums guitars and bass and it’s unique envelope
controls allow you to modify the filter’s behavior with ease.

Controls:

Want to buy this product ?

MIX - Dry/Wet control
FILTER TYPE - Filter mode control, blends between lowpass, bandpass and highpass
modes.
CUTOFF - Center frequency control for the filter.
RESONANCE - Resonance control for the filter.
ENVELOPE ATTACK - Controls the time taken by the filter to sweep from Center frequency
to Center + Amount.
ENVELOPE DECAY - Controls the time taken by the filter to restore initial state.
SWEEPER - Controls the sweep range.
P&M Tech Support Page
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P&M GRANULIZER - Model GRL-2020
Granulizer is an out of this world effect that will give you some unique results that can only be
achieved with granular processing. This special granular delay effect splits incoming sounds
into small grains and then transforms and mixes them up. This plug-in can give you dark,
disturbing sounds as well as strange hi-pitched tones.

Controls:
MIX - Dry/Wet control
GRAINS RATE - Controls grains repetition speed
GRAINS DENSITY - Duration control for the grains. The higher duration the more
overlapping grains generated, increasing sound density
GRAINS FEEDBACK - Controls amount of the output signal fed back to the input
GRAINS LOWPASS - Lowpass filter cutoff control, which inserted into the feedback path.
Simulates spectral loss in the feedback path
TUNE PITCH - Grains transposition control. Range -12, …, +12 semitones
TUNE RND PITCH - Controls amount of random transposition added to each grain
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P&M LIQUID AIR-Q - Model DC - Air-4
This unique plug-in offers an easy way to breath more life into any track. It comes with three
adjustable lower and mid frequency bands for dialing things in. The additional high band EQ
is actually a shelf with adjustable frequency AIR Band controlling sound presence and
transparency.

Want to buy this product ?
Controls:
LOW FREQ - Center frequency of the Low Band. Range 40, …, 150 Hz.
LOW GAIN - Gain control for the Low Band.
MID 1 GAIN - Gain control for Mid1 Band (the band below 1 kHz).
MID 2 GAIN - Gain control for Mid2 Band (the band between 2 and 3 kHz).
AIR SHELF - Gain control for the AIR Band (High frequencies).
AIR FREQ - Bandwidth control for the AIR Band.
P&M Tech Support Page
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P&M LO-FI - Model LF200
Never before has there been a grungier, more filthy Lo-Fi plug-in. This plug-in takes Lo-Fi to
the next level by combining Bit Depth, Decimator and Noise to produce hardcore redux
distortion tones. P&M Lo-Fi can be used on a variety of sources and it especially sounds good
on bass, guitar, and rhythmic material. Edgy and unpredictable, use this plug-in any time you
want to add some nice digital filth to your tracks.

Want to buy this product ?
Controls:
MIX - Dry/Wet control.
STEREO - Widens the stereo field of the effect.
BIT DEPTH - Reduces the bit depth from normal to Distroy
DECIMATOR - Down-samples your signal until it is completely obliterated.
NOISE - Adds noise and hiss to your signal.
P&M Tech Support Page
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P&M LOUDBASS - Stereo Bass Booster
This monster plug-in can rally fatten up you low end and give you a nice stereo field
enhancement at the same time. Choose the bass frequency you want to boost or cut, then
expand the stereo width or narrow it to a pure mono signal.

Want to buy this product ?

Controls:
FREQ Hz - Adjusts the operating low frequency band width.
BOOST Db - Control additional boost applied to the low frequencies. Center frequency
depends on FREQ value.
WIDTH - Stereo width control of the low frequencies. Can both expand or narrow the bass
image.
P&M Tech Support Page
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P&M LS-ROTATOR - Model HMD-122
his plug-in gives you the classic sound of a Leslie rotating speaker. The speaker has two
elements – the lower and upper rotor. This effect works really well on guitars, keyboards and
even vocals sometimes. Add a some drive for a really gritty tone and flip the switch for slow
or fast rotation speeds.

Controls:

Want to buy this product ?

MIX - Dry/Wet control.
SLOW-FAST SWITCH - Speed control for the rotating speaker.
BASS - Speed control for the low frequency rotor.
TREBLE - Speed control for the high frequency rotor
ACCEL - Controls the acceleration of the rotors when changing their rotation speed.
BALANCE - Controls the ratio between the output produced by the lower and upper rotors.
SPREAD - Controls the width of the stereo image.
DRIVE - Controls amount of saturation applied to the input sound.
P&M Tech Support Page
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P&M MAGIC QUEEN - Model DC - UK-30
Based on legendary Vox amps, this amp-like distortion plug-in includes 6 Control knobs,
Speaker Emulation with Bypass, Stereo Mode Switch and Boost Switch.

Want to buy this product ?
Controls:
Drive - Adds more distortion drive.
Bass - Adds less or more low frequencies.
Middle - Adds less or more middle frequencies.
Treble - Adds less or more high frequencies.
Selector BTN - Off (bypassed), Off Axis mic or On Axis mic for speaker emulation.
In - Controls the input level of the plug-in.
Out - Controls the output level of the plug-in.
P&M Tech Support Page
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P&M MONSTER BOOST - Model DC-DV666
This plug-in is a signal booster that adds harmonics and warmth to your tracks. The Monster
Boost has that magical coloration that can be used on everything, from Drums, to Vocals, to
entire mixes. This is far from a transparent effect, rather it adds mojo and feel to any
instrument or voice.

Want to buy this product ?
Controls:
Booster - Adds gain to the output without overloading the audio
Warmth - Adds lows frequencies for a warmer sound.
Harmonics- Adds harmonic distortion and punch.
Details - Adds brilliance or high frequency.
Selector Buttons: Choose between Natural, Lush and Mellow to control the overall tone.
P&M Tech Support Page
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P&M MOOGY FILTER - Model MINI-FILTER
Having a P&M Moogy Filter is like bringing home a classic vintage filter pedal for use on all of
your tracks. This plug-in’s great sounding filter can be driven with it’s built in saturation for
crunchy tones and it also has an envelope follower to give that extra bite. P&M Moogy Filter
has three filter modes: Low-Pass, High-Pass and Band-Pass, which makes it extremely
versatile for use on all kinds of material: Whether its percussion, keys, vocals or as a DJ
effect, Moogy Filter will make your tracks sing.

Controls:

Want to buy this product ?

MIX - Dry/Wet control.
CUTOFF - Controls the cutoff frequency of the filter.
SATURATION - Drives the filter and causes crunch distortion tones.
RESONANCE - Determines the strength of the filter at it’s cutoff.
TRIGGER - Sets the speed of the filter envelope.
DEPTH - Sets the depth of the filter envelope.
FILTER MODE - Choose from Low-Pass, High-Pass or Band-Pass filter types.
P&M Tech Support Page
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P&M MULTI-TAP DELAY - ECHOTEC 5 HEADS
P&M Multi-Tap Delay brings a new twist to delay plug-ins. Set your general rate with the big
speed knob and then prepare yourself for Multi-tap madness as you can adjust the precise
position and pan of all 5 delay taps. The results can vary widely: from cascading delay lines to
resonant robotic tones, to dreamy echo drones, this plug-in can do it all. P&M Multi-tap
sounds amazing on guitar, vocals, synths and anything else you feed it.

Controls:

Want to buy this product ?

MIX - Dry/Wet control.
SPEED - Controls the timing of the initial echo.
SYNC - Allows you to sync the delay with your master tempo.
COLOR - Dials in the brightness or darkness of the echo.
REPEAT - Turns up the feedback of the effect.
POS - Sets the position of the playhead for each individual delay tap.
PAN - Sets the pan of each of the 5 delay taps.
LEV - Sets the level for each delay tap.
P&M Tech Support Page
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P&M OB-LA-WAH - Auto Wha-Wha
Based on the emulation of a popular Wah-Wah pedal, this effect responds to the dynamics of
the input sound. The result is a funky and psychedelic effect that sounds great on guitars and
keys. Use this colorful effect to modulate any sound source and make your tracks sing.

Want to buy this product ?
Controls:
MIX - Dry/Wet control,
FILTER CENTER - Center frequency control for the filter. The control is equal to the pedal
pressure level,
ENVELOPE SPEED - Controls the time taken by the filter to sweep from Center frequency to
Center + Depth and back,
ENVELOPE DEPTH - Controls the sweep range,
ENVELOPE SENS - Controls envelope sensitivity. Used for tuning to match input sound level.
P&M Tech Support Page
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P&M OCTAPLEXER - Made in USA
This effect mixes input sound with two generated signals that are one and two octaves below
original pitch. Note that the effect works great only with single notes, not chords. For best
results Octaver should be inserted before effects chain, especially before reverbs and delays.

Want to buy this product ?

Controls:
DRY - Controls the level of the input sound in the mix.
-1 OCT - Controls the level of the sound one octave below in the mix.
-2 OCT - Controls the level of the sound two octave below in the mix.
FILTER - Filter control used to adjust timbres of the generated signals.
P&M Tech Support Page
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P&M PSYCHO RING - Model DC-PSYCH-01
This is a ring modulator with attitude. The effect multiplies and mixes the input sound with a
special signal, generated by the internal oscillator. The result is a unique sound, saturated
with lots of different harmonics.

Want to buy this product ?

Controls:
MIX - Dry/Wet control.
FREQUENCY - Frequency control for the internal oscillator.
SHARPNESS - Controls amount of the saturation inside the internal oscillator.
FEEDBACK - Controls amount of FM feedback applied to the input signal.
P&M Tech Support Page
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P&M RETRO COMPRESSOR - Model DC-2040
Retro sounding compressor with vintage controls and mix. Quickly dial in your compression
settings with the easy to use knobs. Use the R-2, R-4 and R-6 buttons to achieve a more
extreme compression sound.

Want to buy this product ?
Controls:
Compression - Determines the amount of gain reduction applied to the input signal.
Attack - Adjusts the speed of the compressor’s attack.
Release - Adjusts the speed of the release of the compressor.
Selector buttons - Choose between R-2, R-4 and R-8 to increase the release duration.
Trim - Controls the level of the input signal.
Make Up - Controls the output level of the plug-in.
P&M Tech Support Page
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P&M RETRO EQUALIZER - Model DC-2030
Based on the API 550A this classic EQ is a mainstay in professional studios worldwide. Dial
in your sound in no time by finding the frequency you want to boost or cut. You can also
select whether or not to use a shelf or bell curve on the low and high frequencies.

Want to buy this product ?
Controls:
Top 3 knobs - Determine the current frequency to boost or cut.
Bottom 3 knobs - Gain knobs for Low Middle and High frequencies chosen above.
Selector buttons - Choose between Low Shelf/Band Pass, Band Pass/Notch/ and High
Shelf/Band Pass
In - Controls the input level of the plug-in.
Out - Controls the output level of the plug-in.
P&M Tech Support Page
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P&M RETRO FILTER - Model DC-1424
Retro low pass, band pass and high pass filters which add that special mojo to a track. This
plug-in sounds great on guitars, bass or vocals - anywhere there is a need for creative tonal
sculpting.

Want to buy this product ?
Controls:
Presence - Increase or decrease the sound of the filters on your track.
High Pass - This knob filters out frequencies below the specified point
kHz - Determines the width of the band pass filter.
Low Pass - This knob filters out frequencies above the specified point
Selector buttons - Choose between Low Shelf/Band Pass, Band Pass/Notch/ and High
Shelf/Band Pass
In - Controls the input level of the plug-in.
Out - Controls the output level of the plug-in.
P&M Tech Support Page
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P&M RETRO LIMITER - Model DC-2020
This is a simple, great sounding limiter that you can use to control the dynamics of any track
or mix. Additional selector controls allow you to choose between Limiting and Compression
modes.

Want to buy this product ?
Controls:
Limit Level - Determines the amount of Gain Reduction on the input signal.
Recovery - determines the amount of time it takes for the limiter to recover.
Mix - Dry/Wet Mix of the plug-in.
Selector buttons - Choose between Limiter, Comp 1 and Comp 2 settings.
Trim - Controls the level of the input signal.
Make Up - Controls the output level of the plug-in.
P&M Tech Support Page
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P&M SCREAMER - Model FLT-64
This wild effect uses a heavily overloaded lowpass filter for generating a ‘screaming’ sound.
We recommended to use this on dry sounds only as the effect is very extreme. This hardcore
distortion effect allows you to choose between 3 different distortion modes and also acts as a
low pass filter as well.

Want to buy this product ?
Controls:
MIX - Dry/Wet control.
CUTOFF - Frequency control for the lowpass filter.
SCREAM - Controls amount of the internal saturation.
MODE 1-3 - Three types of distortion.
OUTPUT - Adjusts the output level.
P&M Tech Support Page
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P&M STEREOLIZER - SPACIAL STEREO IMAGING
This effect provides a unique way to get the most width out of your stereo panning. The
Stereo Width knob adds more spacial imaging while you can also choose the mix balance
and center position of the track in the stereo field.

Want to buy this product ?
Controls:
WIDTH - Controls the stereo image width. Can be used for expanding or narrowing the stereo
base.
CENTER - Adjusts the center of the entire stereo image.
BALANCE - Adjusts the relative level of left and right channels.
P&M Tech Support Page
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P&M TALKING TONE - TALKING BOX 1972
This effect simulates the way voice formants are synthesized. You can achieve some very
interesting and musical effects with a talk box, especially for classic vocoder sounds. This
effects unit also sounds good on drums, guitars, and bass.

Want to buy this product ?
Controls:
MIX - Dry/Wet control.
MOUTH - Blends between different vowels.
PITCH - Adjust the vowels pitch.
ENVELOPE - Controls the speed the effect responds to sound dynamics.
DEPTH - Controls the depth the effect responds to sound dynamics.
P&M Tech Support Page
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P&M TONE-STACK - Model TS-1970
P&M Tone-Stack delivers the guitar amp tone you’ve been yearning for ever since you sold
your amp on craigslist. Tone-Stack includes 6 classic amp tones as well as a cabinet switch
and tone modeling controls for precise control over your screaming guitars, bass, synths,
vocals and beyond. Use the drive knob for extra grit and boost your lead lines into the
stratosphere.

Controls:

Want to buy this product ?

DRIVE - Controls the drive amount of the amp section.
AMP TYPE - Select from 6 different classic amp types.
CONTOUR - Switches on extra tone-shaping for added control.
CABINET - Switches on the cabinet emulator for authentic guitar amp mayhem.
BASS - Dials in the low end of the effect.
MIDDLE - Adjusts the mid-range of your tone.
TREBLE - Adds bite to your signal.
P&M Tech Support Page
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P&M TRANSCONTROL - TRANSIENT DESIGNER DC-9624
This Transient Designer is known for creating punchy drums and can be applied to virtually
any other signal as well. Apply this plug-in to any percussive element and you’ll hear it cut
through any mix.

Want to buy this product ?

Controls:
Output Gain - Increases or Decreases the output of the plug-in.
Attack - Amplify or attenuate the transients of incoming signals.
Sustain - Amplify or attenuate the sustain of incoming signals.
P&M Tech Support Page
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P&M TREMOLO PAN - Model DC-5396
A versatile tremolo and panning effect, this plug-in can give your tracks the movement and life
that they need. Complete with a sync-able speed, this device allows you to choose from
Sine, Triangle and Square algorithms.

Want to buy this product ?
Controls:
Speed - Changes the speed of the Tremolo Pan effect.
Depth - Changes the depth of the effect.
Sync - Synchronizes the speed (rate) of the Tremolo Pan to your host BPM.
Width - Increases the stereo width of the Tremelo Pan effect.
Selector buttons - Choose between Sine, Triangle and Square Tremelo Modes.
P&M Tech Support Page
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P&M ULTRAMAXIT - DC-L123
A simple to use Maximizer powerhouse that is great for bringing up the overall level of a mix
or achieving heavy compression settings. Apply this plug-in to your master bus and achieve
the overall broadcast level you need, without distortion.

Want to buy this product ?
Controls:
Threshold - Gives you less or more gain reduction.
Release - Determines the speed at which the compressor releases.
Out - Controls the maximum output level of the plug-in.
P&M Tech Support Page
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P&M VINYLIZER - Model SCR-213
This Lo-Fi effect achieves the classic vinyl record sound. Give your tracks that old school
flavor by adding a touch of noise dust and scratches to the mix. These analog artifacts will
add life and warmth to your tracks, just like the old soul records from back in the day.

Want to buy this product ?
Controls:
NOISE MIX - Controls the amount of vinyl noise added to the mix.
NOISE TONE - Adjusts the noise shape.
DUST RATE - Controls the amount of dust on the emulated vinyl disk.
DUST MIX - Controls the level of the dust effect added to the mix.
SCRATCHES RATE - Controls the amount of scratches on the emulated vinyl disk.
SCRATCHES MIX - Controls the level of the scratches effect added to the mix.
P&M Tech Support Page
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P&M VOWEL COMB - Model AEIOU
P&M Vowel Comb offers a unique spin on filter plug-ins. This unconventional effect allows you
to add vowel overtones to any source material causing your rhythms to come alive, your
guitars to speak and your bass to growl like a beast. The big vowel knob easily dials in the
vowel sound while Formant Shift, Envelope and Resonance give you additional sound
shaping controls. The result is a talking comb filter like no other.

Controls:

Want to buy this product ?

MIX - Dry/Wet control.
VOWEL - Dials in the vowel frequency and emits a vocal-like quality.
SHIFT - Changes the character of the tone from lower darker tones to brighter.
ENVELOPE - Controls the speed of the envelope’s bite.
DEPTH - Controls the depth of the envelope.
RESO - Boosts the strength of the Vowel frequency.
P&M Tech Support Page
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